
IN THE NAME AND BY THE AUTHORITY OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE FIRST JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA IN AND FOR 

ESCAMBIA COUNTY, FLORIDA 

AT THE FIRST TERM HEREOF, 

IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD, 

TWO THOUSAND AND EIGHTEEN 

REPORT 

WE THE GRAND JURORS OF THE STATE OF FLORIDA, LAWFULLY SELECTED, 
IMPANELED AND SWORN, INQUIRING IN AND FOR THE BODY OF THE COUNTY OF 
ESCAMBIA UPON THEIR OATHS AS GRAND JURORS, DO PRESENT THE FOLLOWING 
REPORT. 

At the request of the Office of the State Attorney, we have reviewed the operations, policies and 
procedures of the Emerald Coast Utilities Authority (ECUA). This review was very extensive and 
involved actions by the Board, ECUA executive director Stephen Sorrell, and ECUA attorneys 
Bradley Odom and Richard Barlow. Issues that we have considered include eminent domain 
proceedings, Sunshine and Public Records, and Board supervision, as well as the Board's 
delegation of authority. We have heard testimony from almost twenty witnesses and reviewed 
hundreds of pages of documents. Based upon our review of this matter, we have determined that 
criminal charges are not appropriate and therefore return a NO TRUE BILL. We are, however, 
deeply concerned by the testimony we have heard and believe that the citizens of Escambia County 
should be made aware of our findings and recommendations. For that reason we issue this report. 

BACKGROUND 

The Emerald Coast Utilities Authority was created by a special act of the Florida Legislature. The 
purpose of this Act was to consolidate certain utility services previously provided by the City of 
Pensacola or Escambia County. The governing body of the Authority is a five-member board 
elected in staggered elections every four years. CUITent salary for board members is $39,070 plus 
$200 per month for expenses. Board members are not subject to term limits. ECUA is an 
independent special district and is subject to the requirements of both the Florida in the Sunshine 
Law and Florida Public Records Law. The current board members are Lois Benson, Dale Perkins, 
Larry Walker, Vicki Campbell and Elvin McCorvey. 

The special act requires the Board to hire an executive director who is responsible for the day-to
day operations of ECUA. The Board is specifically given the responsibility of supervising the 
executive director. The current executive director is Stephen Sorrell, who has been in that position 
just short of sixteen years. His salary at this time is approximately $190,000. ECUA also contracts 
with the law finn of Odom and Barlow, P.A. for legal ad_vice and representation. This finn, or its 
predecessor, nave represented EClJA since it was created. Odom and Barlow bill ECUA on an 



hourly basis for all work they performed. Bradley Odom is the attorney who primarily works with 
ECUA. He has worked for them in one capacity or another since 1994. 

In September 2004, Hurricane Ivan hit the Pensacola area causing extensive damage. One area of 
damage was the Main Street Sewage Plant located in downtown Pensacola. With both FEMA and 
insurance money available, this was viewed as an opportunity to build a modem sewage plant in a 
central part of the County. Part of this project required the construction of a major sewage line to 
reroute sewage from downtown to the new plant. In order to do this, ECUA had to obtain 
easements over approximately 150 parcels of land. The vast majority of these easements were 
obtained with no problems, but approximately twelve cases resulted in the filing of a lawsuit by 
ECUA under the eminent domain law. 

Eminent domain is a legal proceeding that allows a governmental agency to obtain property or an 
interest in property when such property is necessary for the governmental agency to perform its 
job. The law is designed to protect both the governmental agency and the property owner. The 
governmental agency must pay a fair price for the property as well as attorney's fees and costs 
incurred by the landowner.· ECUA has the authority to exercise eminent domain but must first 
receive approval from the Escambia County Board of County Commissioners. 

The ECUA board voted to give ''unlimited authority" to executive director Stephen Sorrell to make 
decisions involving the Main Street Sewage Plant relocation project. This included decisions 
regarding the purchase of properties or easements as well as decisions related to the settlements of 
lawsuits. Evidence we have received indicates that this grant of unlimited authority violated the 
Board's duty to supervise Sorrell and also constituted an improper delegation of the Board 
responsibilities. 

BEAR MARCUS POINTE, LLC 

Bear Marcus Pointe, LLC is a limited liability corporation that owns approximately 22 acres ofland 
in the Marcus Pointe area. A portion of the property is leased to the Lewis Bear Company for use 
as an office and distribution center. There is only one road that provides access to the facility and 
it is used by large trucks to both receive and deliver products. Representatives of ECUA first 
approached Bear Marcus Pointe in March 2007 to discuss the purchase of an easement over their 
property. This easement would be more than 1000 feet long and would cross the access road and a 
retention pond. It would also follow an existing Gulf Power easement. ECUA's plan was to install 
a 100 pound per square inch 42 inch forced main sewage line that would be entirely underground 
with no above ground aspects. On September 25, 2007 ECUA offered $5,000 for this easement. 

Bear Marcus Pointe first attempted to have the pipeline rerouted to avoid their property. When this 
failed, they had a preliminary appraisal done that gave a value of approximately $31,000 for the 
easement. They then made an offer to ECUA of $31,000 together with a number of specific 
conditions. The most important of the conditions was that ECUA provide indemnification, hold 
harmless and coverage under ECUA'S self-insurance. This provision would require ECUA to 
indemnify and protect Bear Marcus for any claim made against them in the event that ECUA's 
pipeline caused damage. Various witnesses described the conditions-requested by Bear Marcus, 
including hold harmless and indemnification, to be reasonable and customary. A representative of 



Gulf Power testified that they receive similar requests, including indemnification, on a daily basis, 
and that these requests are granted. He could think of no reason this request would have been 
refused and further, that Gulf Power would make a similar request if someone sought an easement 
over property that they own or where they had an easement. In fact, Gulf Power and ECUA entered 
into encroachment agreements that covered various locations where Gulf Power owned easements 
and ECUA needed to cross for their new pipeline. In each of these agreements, ECUA gave Gulf 
Power indemnifications, hold harmless and coverage under their insurances. Included in these 
encroachment agreements was the property owned by Bear Marcus Pointe. Despite all of this, 
ECUA rejected Bear Marcus Pointe's offer and suit was filed. It should be noted that when the 
pipeline was actually constructed, all conditions requested by Bear Marcus Pointe, with the 
exception of the indemnification and hold harmless, were fully complied with. 

After suit was filed, Bear Marcus Pointe made multiple offers to settle. In each of these offers they 
asked for the same conditions previously requested together with payment for the easement, 
attorney's fees, expert witness fees and costs. Bear Marcus Pointe's attorney testified that if 
indemnifications had been provided the maximum that would have been paid to the property owner 
in the first two offers would have been less than $31,000. 

These settlement offers were never presented to the Board for their review. The decision to reject 
the offers were made by ECUA's attorneys and executive director. In a written report to the Board 
after the third offer, Sorrell stated that while Bear Marcus had reduced its request for the easement 
to $6,000, they had included "all kinds of indemnifications and other payments." He further wrote 
that because the property owner's attorney's fees would be "inconsequential", ECUA was not 
interested in settling at that time. 

Sorrell testified that Bear Marcus was requesting $200,000.00 to settle the case. This appears to 
refer to a request by Bear Marcus Pointe for ECUA to pay approximately $150,000 for the purchase 
of additional insurance to cover any damage caused by ECUA's pipeline. Sorrell seemed unaware 
that this request was an alternative and would not have been necessary if indemnification had been 
provided. He testified that these offers were rejected on advice of the attorneys. The only reason 
ever given for refusing to provide indemnification was because it was not given to other property 
owners and they did not want to treat Bear Marcus Pointe differently. This statement was made 
even though indemnifications had been provided to Gulf Power for the same piece of property and 
while Sorrell testified that ECUA would cover any damage caused by their pipeline, this promise 
was never put in writing. 

On the eve of trial, an agreement was reached on the value of the easement itself. ECUA agreed to 
pay $27,028 for the easement. Part of the reason for this was that there were two snorkels installed 
on the property to vent sewer gasses from the pipeline. These snorkels were not on the plans 
presented to Bear Marcus Pointe and were only discovered after they had been installed. The case 
then proceeded to trial on September 10, 2012 on the issue of severance damages. The jury ruled 
in ECUA's favor on this issue and awarded no additional damages. 

Following trial, Bear Marcus Pointe's attorneys filed Motions to recover attorneys' fees, eJC.pert 
- -witness fees and other costs. These motions were filed on-September 24, 2012. In their request for

attorneys' fees, Bear Marcus Pointe argued that the eminent domain statute was unconstitutional as



applied in this case. This was an argument that was unanticipated by ECUA's attorneys. The court 
agreed with Bear Marcus Pointe and on March 17, 2014, entered four orders assessing attorney's 
fees and costs. In these orders ECUA was required to pay $177,069.30 in fees and costs and 
$427,000 in attorney's fees. Included in the attorney's fees was $33,376 awarded as sanctions 
against ECUA because their attorneys failed to provide discovery in a timely manner. We have 
heard testimony that such a sanction is unusual and something courts are reluctant to impose. No 
Board member was aware of this sanction. 

On March 20, 2014, these orders were electronically served on attorneys for both parties. The Fix el 
Law Firm, the attorneys for Bear Marcus Pointe received their copies. Allegedly, Odom and 
Barlow did not. Approximately 35 days after the orders were served, the Fixel Firm contacted 
Odom and Barlow to determine the status of payment. Odom and Barlow were still unaware of the 
orders at that time. Pixel, over two emails, provided copies of the four orders. Even at that point, 
Odom and Barlow did not realize that the order assessing attorneys' fees had been entered. As a 
result of the failure of Odom and Barlow to receive the orders in a timely manner, the 30-day time 
to file a Notice of Appeal had expired. 

On April 28, 2014, Richard Barlow sent a letter to Sorrell indicating that the court had entered three 
orders requiring the payment of $177,069.39 for expert fees and cost and $33,376 for attorneys' 
fees relating to discovery violations. Barlow indicated that the court acted within its discretion and 
that "we do not believe any appeal of these Orders would be prudent." No mention was made that 
the orders had not been received in a timely manner or that the time for filing an appeal had expired. 
Sorrell directed that these payments be made. No action was taken by the Board to direct these 
payments. 

On May 8, 2014, Barlow sent an email to Sorrell indicating that he had just received the order 
assessing attorney's fees. That order required ECUA to pay an additional $393,624 to the Pixel 
Firm. That email disclosed that the time for filing an appeal had expired, but asked that Sorrell 
consider an appeal if one was possible. This recommendation was made even though Barlow 
acknowledged that ECUA would "have to pay for the landowners attorneys' fees on appeal as well." 
The following week Odom and Barlow filed a Motion for Relief from Order so that an appeal could 
be taken. This decision was made by Sorrell and the attorneys without a vote by the Board. 

A court hearing on ECUA's Motion was held in August 2015. At that hearing, testimony indicated 
that Odom and Barlow's server was specifically configured to drop and permanently delete emails 
perceived as spam without alerting the recipient that the email was deleted. Barlow was advised 
that this should not be done because the built-in spam filter was unreliable and could result in the 
filtering of legitimate emails as spam. Barlow was advised to hire a third party to handle spam 
filtering but this suggestion was rejected because he did not want to spend the extra money. 
Additional testimony indicated that Odom and Barlow's server was purposely configured not to 
create any email logs and did not have a backup or disaster recovery process. The overall opinion 
of the experts was that the order assessing attorneys' fees was properly delivered to Odom and 
Barlow's server but may have been deleted as spam. 

After the hearing, on November 24, 201.5, the court issued an order denying ECUA's request to 
set aside the order assessing attorneys' fees. ECUA then appealed that order to the First District 


















